MVMT Team Edification Document
“To help people takes strength; to
inspire people takes wisdom; but to
elevate them takes love.”

This document was created to assist you in edifying your connect call
leader. Prior to a call it is imperative that you review this to better
edify your leader during the call.
Please do not read line by line while on the call but rather summarize
and build your own connection to the leader through some of the
points provided. The better you edify your prospect and connect
leaders the more impactful the call will be.
* Please note ALWAYS edify the prospect first then the leader!
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Let's Get Started!
Everyone in Ucrew Nation can utilize Black Diamond Leaders, Ricky and
Francoise Untermeyer, and top leaders, Corbin and Holly Roush, and Barry
Jackson during their edification process to strengthen the value of their call.

UCREW Nations Black Diamond Leaders
Ricky has been an entrepreneur since the
age of 19, where he started his first
construction venture which quickly grew to a
multi million dollar company with 7 divisions.
He and his wife have won multiple awards
with our company and broken a ton of
records in this industry! They have their own
documentary and we’re also featured in
Prosper magazine for the last 3 years.
They've built the largest and fastest-growing
team of over 30,000 people in North
America.
He’s one of the top income earners in 9 countries averaging $20k$30k a week in residual income & created an online training system
that makes it super simple to have a turn key business for anyone who
locks arms with us.
Ricky, I know your time’s extremely valuable so I appreciate you
hopping on the phone with us today, and (prospect) I know your time’s
valuable as well so I’m excited to link the two of you up today to see if
this is something that could be a good fit for you (prospect)
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UCREW Nations Black Diamond Leaders
Francoise Untermeyer: (904) 210-2737
Before she was in this space, she was the
director of nursing managing 4 departments
with over 1,000 people!
She and her husband have won multiple
awards with our company and broken a ton of
records in this industry! They have their own
documentary that was done on them and they
we’re also featured in Prosper magazine for
the last 3 years
They've built the largest and fastest-growing team of over 30,000
people in North America.
She’s one of the top income earners in 9 countries averaging $20k$30k a week in residual income and created an online training system
that makes it super simple to have a turn key business for anyone who
locks arms with us.
Francoise, I know your time is extremely valuable so I appreciate you
hopping on the phone with us today, and (Prospect) I know your time’s
valuable as well so I’m excited to link the two of you up today to see if
this is something that could be a good fit for you (prospect).
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UCREW Nations Top Leaders
Corbin Roush: (918) 284-8242
Corbin comes from the corporate world and
retired after their success in Dallin's previous
company.
“Over my dead body” was what came out of
his mouth when his wife, Holly, told him
about the network marketing company she
had joined. He soon changed his mind as he
saw Holly collecting checks and flying
through the ranks, he then decided to join her.
They have made millions in this industry and are servant leaders with
huge hearts for people. Corbin and Holly are Royal Black Diamonds in
Vasayo.
Holly Roush: (918) 812-5694
Wife to Corbin and mother of three amazing boys!
Achieved major success in previous network
marketing company with Dallin Larsen.
Has made millions of dollars in network marketing
earning them the rank of Royal Black Diamonds in
Vasayo.
Barry Jackson: (352) 274-5175
Has owned and operated six Anytime Fitness gyms
around the Tampa Bay area.
He is an extremely successful businessman and
believes in having multiple streams of income.
When the market crashed in 2008 it really hit home
for him. He searched for alternative sources of
income that were sustainable with low startup cost,
Vasayo is the best of both
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UCREW Movement Team Leader
Mario Delgadillo: (951) 496-0863
Mario and his wife of 15 years live in
Southern California with their 5 beautiful
children.
After college, Mario worked his way up the
corporate ladder to become the Director of
Admissions for two private universities.
He discovered the power of network
marketing and since then, Mario and
Stephanie have made well over 7-figures in
the industry.
They are both stay-at-home parents
creating massive movement hitting Diamond
in less than 4 months and $100k in 90 days!

UCREW Movement Team
Alex Morales: (562) 755-8391
*BILINGUAL:Spanish
Entrepreneur for 20+ years owning a car dealership.
Served in US Marines
Since joining Vasayo achieved the rank of Gold and
has built a team around the country
Helping lead the Spanish speaking movement

Cassi Juarez: (562) 310-5528
Married 31+ years; has 2 children and 3 grandchildren
Self-employed for 28+ years and built a 7-figure
construction business with husband. Joined Vasayo in
2019, made their money back in one week and have
been receiving residual income every week since!
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Chad Buerlson: (951) 609-8285
Successful Entrepreneur of three Health and
Wellness Franchise Fitness Gyms in Southern
California. Proud Father of two boys who love
being active playing multiple sports and obstacle
course racing now with their parents. Married to
his high school sweetheart and business partner
Jenn. They became platinums with the company
in 5 weeks building their Vasayo business. Their
goal is to build a well in Africa by 2022 in the
name of their local community with the Vasayo
family!

Diana Moshier: (949) 429-9616
Diana Moshier has been a business owner for over
33 years! First as the owner and operator of a
construction company for 20 years and most
currently as a successful Realtor for the past 14
years. She’s married with two grown children and
two grandchildren! She jumped into this business
when she saw with her own eyes the healing
benefits of CBD on her son! She has a passion to
help others stay healthy & has created one of the
largest teams in the company! Rank: Gold

Elke Fornaciari: (415) 259-8496
Elke was a Physician Assistant in her home
country Germany for 10 years before coming to
the United States 25 years ago. She has a passion
for Microbiology and educating about preventing
diseases within the human body, as well as in
nature. Elke has been helping Agricultural
Businesses for over 10 years. Elke was introduced
to Vasayo in 2019 and she was very excited to
hear that finally Liposome Technology was
available in the nutraceutical space! She saw the
vision to help many people understand the
importance of living a healthy life and also creating
additional income in today’s challenging world!
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Jackie Vasquez: (909) 609-5944
Wife and mother of four ages 17-28
Successful mortgage lender 17+ years
Huge passion for educating and helping people in
health & wealth.
With Vasayo she is earning $4k+ monthly, working
part-time.

James Guiton: (209) 471-9448
Husband and Father to 4 children!
In construction for over 25 years & never thought he
would go from construction to health and wellness.
Seeing the vision Vasayo had he ran with it! Within 3
weeks of joining Vasayo he and his wife became
Platinum executives and won a trip to the Bahamas
and began participating in the 3% Global Revenue
share!

Jeff Gonzales: (805) 478-3808
12 years in Real Estate full time, also has flipped 3
homes. 6 figure earner all 12 years in Real Estate.
Raising 4 boys with his WIFE Amberleigh who also
does this business and Real Estate. Jeff was able
to completely go off of his medication thanks to the
products. $20k earned in first 30 days of Vasayo
business. Earned 2 All inclusive Trips to the
Bahamas and Mexico, paid for by the company in
first 21 months so far of business
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Jenn Buerlson: (714) 393-5587
Been in Higher Education as a Tenured Professor
and Counselor for the last 15 years. Doctorate
Degree in Organizational Leadership, Masters
Degree in Counseling MFT, and Bachelors Degree
in Social Work. Successful Entrepreneur of three
Health and Wellness Franchise Fitness Gyms in
Southern California. Proud mother of two boys who
love being active playing baseball, football,
wakeboarding, snowboarding, and obstacle course
racing now with their parents. Married to her high
school sweetheart and business partner Chad.
Platinums with the company in 5 weeks building
their Vasayo business. Her goal is to build a well in
Africa by 2022 in the name of their local community
with her Vasayo family!

Jesus Guerrero: (951) 847-1236
*BILINGUAL: Spanish
Jesus and his wife Maya have been married for
over 20 years and have one teenage son.
Jesus is an acute care clinical pharmacist living in
Corona, California and has over 30 years of clinical
pharmaceutical experience.
He became interested in the role of diet and
nutrition and especially interested in CBD.
With no experience in network marketing but quickly
through thought ranks to Platinum!

Joe Medina: (714) 519-4090 *BILINGUAL:
Spanish
Former supplement retail franchise owner with 30+
years of experience in sales.
Work with Special Olympics Adults; advocate for
Autism. His Why: To help daughter with autism and
profound hearing loss
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Kristina Gamet: (509) 759-1830
Hello, my name is Kristina Gamet.
I have spent and extensive amount of time (over 16
years) in the medical field.
However, with no previous experience in network
marketing I have earned the title, number one
recruiter in North America as well as earned two all
expense international vacations.

Loretta Dahill: (775) 233-4977
Rank: Gold; She was a supervisor in the corporate
world, before becoming a stay at home mom! She
decided to start her own business investing in real
estate.
She has been remodeling, renting and flipping
properties, ever since! When she was introduced to
vasayo, she was only interested in the CBD!
After trying the amazing products and having them
change her life and the lives of her family, she
realized, she could help a lot of people and make
an income.
She is passionate about helping others feel better,
be healthier and grow their Vasayo business!

LeeAnn Flores:
LeeAnn Flores, originally from the Island of Guam
but currently residing in the East Bay Area of
California. She is happily married and a mom to 5
beautiful children. She’s currently a successful
REALTOR® 6 figure earner with 15 years
experience. She’s new to network marketing as of
2020 and is thrilled to have experienced a lot of
success doing this part time in such a short period
of time with Vasayo. She’s currently building a
massive team and ready to help others do the
same. Rank: Platinum
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Liana Cohen:
Lives in Thousand Oaks, CA with her husband and
2 boys. She is a stay-at-home mom with a Corp
sales/marketing background. Joined Vasayo in
Sept, 2019 and is a GOLD leader with the company.
She has an incredible product testimonial with her
Rheumatoid arthritis. Has a passion for holistic
health and wellness and loves educating others on
how they can improve their health.

Monica Guiton: (209) 404-0409
*BILINGUAL: Spanish
Rank: Blue Sapphire
Wife and mother to 4 amazing children!
Starting off with a background in nursing and
fitness, as well as having her NASM Certified in
Nutrition and Cardiovascular training. She has
always been very passionate about maintaining
good health.
Mortgage Banker for over +20 years and has
always been business minded.
Within 3 weeks of joining Vasayo her and her
husband became Platinum executives and began
participating in the 3% Global Revenue share!

Maya Guerrero: (951) 847-1228
Has been married for over 20 years to Jesus
Guerrero and they have a son. She is a former
middle and high school choir teacher.
She formerly owned/operated a music franchise BA
of Music from Manhattan School of Music
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Tania Valentin: (562) 714-5076
*BILINGUAL: Spanish
A single mother of three with 30 years in corporate
America. She was a 6-figure earner in the cosmetic
industry.
She joined Vasayo in 2019 and made 6-figures in
10 months. She is building a massive team and is
ready to help others do the same.
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